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Abstract
Reverse nearest neighbor queries are useful in identifying objects 
that are of significant influence or importance. Existing methods 
either rely on pre-computation of nearest neighbor distances, 
do not scale well with high dimensionality, or do not produce 
exact solutions. In this work  We presents a novel algorithm 
for Incremental and General Evaluation of continuous Reverse 
Nearest neighbor queries (IGERN, for short). The IGERN 
algorithm is general in that it is applicable for both continuous 
monochromatic and bichromatic reverse nearest neighbor queries. 
This problem is faced in a number of applications such as enhanced 
911 services and in army strategic planning. A main challenge in 
these problems is to maintain the most up-to-date query answers 
as the data set frequently changes over time. Previous algorithms 
for monochromatic continuous reverse nearest neighbor queries 
rely mainly on monitoring at the worst case of six pie regions, 
whereas IGERN takes a radical approach by monitoring only a 
single region around the query object. 
The IGERN algorithm clearly outperforms the state-of-the-art 
algorithms in monochromatic queries. We also propose a new 
optimization for the monochromatic IGERN to reduce the number 
of nearest neighbor searches. Furthermore, a filter and refine 
approach for IGERN  is proposed for the continuous evaluation 
of bichromatic reverse nearest neighbor queries which is an 
optimized version of our previous approach. The computational 
complexity of IGERN is presented in comparison to the state-of-
the-art algorithms in the monochromatic and bichromatic cases. 
In addition, the correctness of IGERN in both the monochromatic 
and bichromatic cases, respectively, are proved. Extensive 
experimental analysis using synthetic and real data sets shows 
that IGERN is efficient, is scalable, and outperforms previous 
techniques for continuous reverse nearest neighbor queries.
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I. Introduction
A recent trend of sensor networks and location-based environments 
has been on the rise in the past decade. These systems have been 
assimilating into real world applications such as the enhanced 
911 services, army strategic planning, retail services, and mixed-
reality games. The continuous movement of data objects within 
these applications calls for new query processing techniques that 
scale up with the high rates of location updates. While there have 
been numerous work for addressing continuous range queries 
(e.g., see [5, 8]) and nearest neighbor queries (e.g., see 9), there 
is still a lack of research in addressing continuous reverse nearest 
neighbor queries. 
There are two cases of Reverse Nearest Neighbor queries (RNN), 
namely, monochromatic RNN and bichromatic RNN. In the 
monochromatic RNN, all moving data and query objects are 
of the same type. Thus, a data object o is considered a reverse 
nearest neighbor to a query object q if there does not exist another 
data object o′ where dist(o, o′) < dist(o, q). Applications of the 

continuous monochromatic RNN include mixed reality games 
(e.g., Botfighters) where the objective is to shoot only those players 
that are nearest to you. Thus, each player should monitor her own 
reverse nearest neighbors to avoid their shootings. 
In the bichromatic RNN, there are two distinct object types A 
and B. Thus, a data object of type B, oB, is considered a reverse 
nearest neighbor to a query object of type A, qA, if there does not 
exist another object of type A, o′ A, where dist(oB, o′ A) < dist(oB, 
qA). Applications of the continuous bichromatic RNN include 
army strategic planning where a medical unit A in the battlefield 
is always in search for wounded soldiers of type B in which A is 
their nearest medical unit. RNN queries are also crucial in data 
mining applications where the RNNs of a query point q are those 
objects on which q has significant influence. 
Most of the previous work on reverse nearest neighbor queries focus 
on snapshot queries in static environments, i.e., the continuous 
movement of both the query and data objects are not taken into 
account (e.g., see [1, 3]). Up to the authors’ knowledge, the CRNN 
algorithm  is the only attempt to evaluate continuous RNN queries. 
However, CRNN is applicable only to mono-chromatic queries 
where there is no direct extension for the case of bichromatic RNN. 
The main idea of CRNN is to divide the whole spatial space into 
six pie regions where each region is monitored independently for 
potential reverse nearest neighbors. Such idea has been widely 
employed for most of the snapshot RNN algorithms as it is based 
on the theoretical foundation that there can be up to six answers 
for any monochromatic RNN query.
 In this paper, we present a novel algorithm for Incremental and 
General Evaluation of continuous Reverse Nearest neighbor 
queries (IGERN, for short). IGERN is a unified framework that 
is applicable to both the monochromatic and bichromatic RNN 
queries. The IGERN algorithm goes beyond the idea of six pies in 
evaluating monochromatic RNN queries. Furthermore, the IGERN 
algorithm provides the first attempt for continuous evaluation of 
bichromatic RNN queries. 
The main idea of both the monochromatic and bichromatic IGERN 
algorithms is to initially identify a single region r around the 
query object and a set of objects S such that only r and S need 
to be monitored to trigger subsequent changes of the answer. 
The incremental aspect of IGERN comes from the fact that each 
execution instance of IGERN updates the shape of r and the objects 
in S. Then, subsequent executions of IGERN will need to monitor 
only r and S rather than monitoring the whole space. With its 
incremental nature, IGERN is a scalable algorithm that scales up 
for large numbers of moving objects and queries in highly dynamic 
environments. In general, the contributions of this paper can be 
summarized as follows:

We propose the IGERN algorithm for monochromatic • 
continuous RNN queries that goes beyond the traditional 
method of dividing the space into six pie regions.
We propose the first bichromatic continuous RNN algorithm • 
within the IGERN framework.
We prove the correctness of IGERN by proving its: (a) • 
accuracy, i.e., a returned result by IGERN is an exact RNN, 
and (b) completeness, i.e., IGERN returns all possible 
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RNNs.
We give analytical and experimental evidence that IGERN • 
outperforms previous approaches for both monochromatic 
and bichromatic RNNs. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II, highlights 
the related work. The monochromatic and bichromatic algorithms 
of IGERN are described in Sections III and IV, respectively.

II. Related Work
Monochromatic RkNN query: Given a set of multidimensional 
points P and a point q  P, a monochromatic RkNN query retrieves 
points p  P, dist(p, q) ≤ dist(p, pk) where dist is a distance metric 
that is assumed to be Euclidean distance in this paper, and pk is the 
kth nearest point to p in P − {q}. Note that, in such queries, both 
the data objects and the query objects belong to the same class 
of objects. Consider an example of the reality game BotFighters, 
where a player issues a query to find other players for whom she 
is the closest person. 
Bichromatic RkNN query: Given two sets O and P each containing 
different types of objects, a bichromatic
RkNN query for a point q  O is to retrieve every object
p  P such that dist(p, q) ≤ dist(p, ok) where ok is the kth
nearest point of p in O − {q}. In contrast to monochromatic queries, 
the query and data objects belong to two different classes. Consider 
the example of a battlefield where a medical unit might issue a 
bichromatic
RNN query to find the wounded soldiers for whom it is the closest 
medical unit.  
In contrast to monochromatic queries, the query and data objects 
belong to two different classes. Consider the example of a 
battlefield where a medical unit might issue a bichromatic RNN 
query to find the wounded soldiers for whom it is the closest 
medical unit.
First, we present pruning techniques for snapshot RNN queries. 
Snapshot RNN queries report the results only once and do not 
require continuous monitoring. Snapshot RNN Queries: Korn 
et al. [10] were first to study RNN queries. They answer RNN 
query by precalculating a circle for each data object p such that 
the nearest neighbor of p lies on the perimeter of the circle. RNN 
of a query q are the points that contain q in its circle. First work 
that does not need any pre-computation was presented by Stanoi 
et al. They solve RNN queries by partitioning the whole space 
centered at the query q into six equal regions of 60◦ each (S1 to 
S6 in fig. 2).

Fig. 1: Six Regions Pruning

Fig. 2: Filtering and Verification

It can be proved that only the nearest point to q in each partition 
can possibly be the RNN. This also means that, in two dimensional 
space, there are at most six possible RNNs of a query. Consider 
the region S3 where c is the nearest object to q and d cannot be 
the RNN because its distance to c is smaller than its distance to 
q. This can be proved by the triangle Δqcd where dqc ≤ 60◦ and 

dcq ≤ 60◦, hence dist(d, c) ≤ dist(d, q). Fig. 3 shows the area 
(shown shaded) that cannot contain RNN of q. In filtering phase, 
the candidate RNN objects (a, b, c, e and f in our example) are 
selected by issuing nearest neighbor queries in each region. In 
verification phase, any candidate object for which q is its nearest 
neighbor is reported as RNN (a and f). In this paper, we call this 
approach six-regions pruning approach. Tao et al. use the property 
of perpendicular bisectors to answer RkNN queries. Consider the 
example of fig. 4, where a bisector between q and c is shown that 
divides the space

Fig. 3: Half-Spaco Pruning

Fig. 4: Filtering and Verification
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into two half-spaces (the shaded half-space and the white half-
space). Any point that lies in the shaded half space Hc:q is always 
closer to c than to q and cannot be the RNN for this reason. Their 
algorithm prunes the space by the half-spaces drawn between q 
and its neighbors in the unpruned region. Fig. 5 shows the example 
where half-spaces between q and a, c and f (Ha:q, Hc:q and Hf:q, 
respectively) are shown and the shaded area is pruned. Then, the 
candidate objects (a, c and f) are verified as RNNs if q is their 
closest object. We call this approach half-space pruning approach. 
It is shown that the half-space pruning is more powerful than the 
six-regions pruning and it prunes larger area (compare the shaded 
areas of fig. 3 and fig. 5).
Here In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for Incremental 
and General Evaluation of continuous Reverse Nearest neighbor 
queries (IGERN, for short). IGERN is a unified framework that 
is applicable to both the monochromatic and bichromatic RNN 
queries. The IGERN algorithm goes beyond the idea of six 
pies in evaluating monochromatic RNN queries. Furthermore, 
the IGERN algorithm provides the first attempt for continuous 
evaluation of bichromatic RNN queries. The main idea of both 
the monochromatic and bichromatic IGERN algorithms is to 
initially identify a single region r around the query object and a 
set of objects S such that only r and S need to be monitored to 
trigger subsequent changes of the answer. As we discussed Six pie 
region algorithm which has some flaws to remove and those will 
be removed by implementing a novel algorithm for Incremental 
and General Evaluation of continuous Reverse Nearest neighbor 
queries (IGERN).The below sections will clearly explain about the 
Evaluation of Monochromatic and Bichromatic Reverse Nearest 
Neighbors algorithms and its diagrams.

III. Continuous Evaluation of Monochromatic Reverse 
Nearest Neighbors
This section presents the IGERN algorithm for monochromatic 
reverse nearest neighbor queries. The IGERN algorithm maintains 
a grid data structure G of N £ N equal size cells. Each cell c  G 
keeps track of the set of objects that lie within the cell boundary. 
In general, the IGERN algorithm has two main steps, namely, 
the initial and incremental steps. The initial step is executed only 
once at the query issuing time T0 while the incremental step 
is triggered every T time units throughout the life time of the 
continuous query. The main idea is that the initial step reports 
the first query answer along with a bounded region and a set of 
objects to be monitored within the incremental step. Then, the 
incremental step continuously updates the query answer while 
changing the monitored region and the monitored set of objects. 
The initial and incremental steps are described in Sections 3.1 
and 3.2, respectively, while Section 3.3 gives a general discussion 
about IGERN.
3.1 Step 1: Getting the Initial Answer
The initial step of IGERN has three main objectives:
(1) Obtaining a bounded region r around the query object q which 
will be monitored in the incremental step, (2) Identifying a set of 
objects RNNcand that need to be monitored in the incremental 
step, and (3) Identifying the set of initial reverse nearest neighbor 
objects (RNN µ RNNcand) to q. Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo-
code of the IGERN initial step. The input is the query object q while 
the output consists of the two sets RNN and RNNcand. Initially, 
RNNcand is empty while all grid cells in the grid data structure 
G are set as alive, i.e., every cell has the potential of containing 
reverse nearest neighbors of q (Line 2 of Algorithm 1). Then, the 
initial step has the following two main phases:

Phase I: Bounded Region. This phase is concerned with the first 
two objectives of the initial step. The bounded region phase starts 
by finding the object oj as the nearest object to the query q within 
all alive cells (Line 3 of Algorithm 1). Then, object oj is considered 
as a candidate to be a reverse nearest neighbor, i.e., oj is added to 
RNNcand. A bisector bj between oj and q indicates that all objects 
between bj and the furthest space boundaries from q would be 
closer to oj than q. Thus, all the grid cells between bj and these 
boundaries are marked as dead, i.e., there cannot be any reverse 
nearest neighbor to q within these cells (Lines 4-5 of Algorithm 
1). This phase continues to run until there are no objects within 
the alive cells. Fig. 6(a) gives an example of the initial step with 
nine objects o1 to o9 and a query object q. o2 is the nearest object 
to q while b2 is its corresponding bisector (fig. 6(a)). Thus, all cells 
above b2 are shaded, i.e., marked as dead. Such process continues 
as o6 followed by o4 are identified as the nearest objects to q within 
the alive cells and the bisectors b6 and b4 are drawn (fig. 6(b)). 
As there are no more objects within the alive cells, the candidate 
set becomes RNNcand = {o2; o4; o6}.
Phase II: Verification. In this phase, we go through all objects 
in RNNcand and only those objects that q is their nearest are 
considered as RNNs (Line 7 in Algorithm 1). In fig. 6(c), the 
dotted circles indicate the nearest neighbor test for each object in 
RNNcand. Thus, RNN = {o2; o6} where o2 and o6 are the reverse 
nearest neighbors to q.

Fig. 6: Example of the Monochromatic Initial Step

3.2 Step 2: Incremental Maintenance
The incremental step of IGERN is repetitively executed every T 
time units. Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo-code of the incremental 
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step. The input to this algorithm is the query object q and the set 
RNNcand that came from either the initial step at time T0 or a 
previous execution of the incremental step. Upon its execution, 
the incremental step checks for three different scenarios: (1) The 
query object q moves to a new location (Line 2 in Algorithm 
2), (2) At least one of the objects in RNNcand moves to a new 
location (Line 2 in Algorithm 2), and (3) A new object moves into 
the alive cells (Line 6 in Algorithm 2). If none of these scenarios 
took place, then the incremental step will only verify the current 
query answer in a similar way to the verification phase in the initial 
step (Line 10 in Algorithm 2) while the RNNcand set will not be 
changed. However, if any of these three scenarios took place, then 
the IGERN incremental step needs to perform more computations 
in order to efficiently maintain the query answer. 
The incremental step starts by checking the first two events, i.e., if 
either the query object q or any of the objects in the candidate list 
have moved (Line 2 in Algorithm 2). If this is the case, then new 
bisectors will be drawn from q to the objects in RNNcand. Then, 
only the cells between q and its bisectors are considered alive 
while all other grid cells are considered as dead. Figs. 7(a) and 
7(b), give the cases when only the query q moves and all objects 
in RNNcand move, respectively. In both cases, the bisectors from 
q to the objects in RNNcand o2, o4, and o6 are redrawn and the 
set of alive cells are adjusted. 

Fig. 7: Example of the Monochromatic Incremental Step

Then, the incremental step checks the third scenario, i.e., a new 
object is found in an alive cell. This condition also captures the 
new alive cells that result from redrawing the bisectors upon the 
movement of any of the monitored objects. 

IV. Continuous Evaluation of Bichromatic Reverse 
Nearest Neighbors
Unlike the monochromatic case where all objects are of the same 
type, in bichromatic reverse nearest neighbors, we distinguish 
between two types of objects A and B. For a query object of type 
A, the objective is to find data objects of type B in which the 
query point is their nearest A object. While the number of reverse 
nearest neighbors in the monochromatic reverse nearest neighbor 
case is limited to only six, in the bichromatic case, there is no limit 
on the number of reverse nearest neighbors. Instead, it could be 
the case that for a query object A, all data objects of type B are 
considered as its reverse nearest neighbors. 
With these fundamental differences between the monochromatic 
and bichromatic reverse nearest neighbors, the IGERN algorithm 
still keeps the same flavor and the same framework to handle 
both the monochromatic and the bichromatic reverse nearest 
neighbor queries. This section presents the IGERN algorithm for 
bichromatic reverse nearest neighbor queries, which is basically 
an adaptation of the monochromatic IGERN algorithm to work 
for the bichromatic case. Thus, as in the monochromatic case, a 
grid data structure G is maintained where each cell c  G keeps 
track of the moving objects within its boundaries. Also, similar to 

the monochromatic case, the bichromatic IGERN has two main 
steps, the initial step that is executed only once to report the first 
query answer and the incremental step that is triggered every T 
time units to continuously maintain the query answer. 
Throughout this section, fig. 8, gives a running example of 13 
moving objects of two different types: six circle objects of type 
A, oA1 to oA6, six square objects of type B, oB1 to oB6, and a query 
object of type A, qA. The objective is to find objects of type B in 
which the query point qA of type A is their nearest A object. As 
a notation, objects oA and oB are of types A and B, respectively, 
while sets SA and SB contain only data objects of types A and B, 
respectively. The initial and incremental steps are described in 
Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively, while Section 4.3 gives a general 
discussion about the bichromatic IGERN algorithm. 

A. Step 1: Getting the Initial Answer
For a query object of type A (qA), the objectives of the initial step 
in the bichromatic IGERN algorithm are: (1) Obtaining a bounded 
region r around qA to be monitored in the incremental step, (2) 
Identifying a set objects of type A (NNA) that need to be monitored 
later as their movement may trigger a change of answer, and (3) 
Identifying the set of initial reverse nearest neighbors of type B 
(RNNB) to qA. Algorithm 3 gives the pseudo-code for the initial 
step. The input is the query object qA while the output is the two 
sets RNNB and NNA. Initially, the set NNA is empty while all 
grid cells in G are set to alive, i.e., all cells have the potential of 
containing a reverse nearest neighbor of qA. Then, the initial step 
has the following two phases:

 Phase I: Bounded Region. This phase starts by finding object 
oA that is nearest to qA in the alive cells (Line 3 in Algorithm 
3). Then, object oA is added to the list of A objects (NNA) that 
will be monitored later in the incremental step. Similar to the 
monochromatic case, the bisector b between qA and oA is drawn 
while all the grid cells between b and the space boundaries that 
are furthest from qA are marked as dead (Lines 4-5 in Algorithm 
3). Such process continues until there are no more objects of type 
A in any of the alive cells. In fig. 8(a), the nearest neighbor search 
in the alive cells results in finding oA5, oA3, and oA1, respectively, 
and the corresponding bisectors b5, b3, and b1 are drawn until the 
alive cells (non-shaded cells) do not contain any square A objects. 
Thus, NNA = {oA1; oA3; oA5}.
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Phase II: Verification. This phase aims to find the current reverse 
nearest neighbors, tighten the monitored bounded region, and 
modify the list of objects that need to be monitored in the 
incremental step. The main idea is to go through every single 
object oB within the alive cells and check for its nearest A object, 
oA (Line 9 in Algorithm 3). If it ends up that oA is the query object 
qA, then oB is considered as a reverse nearest neighbor to qA, thus 
added to the set RNNB (Line 11 in Algorithm 3). However, if oA is 
not qA, then oA is considered as one of the objects to be monitored, 
a bisector is drawn between qA and oA, the corresponding grid 
cells are marked as dead, and the set NNA is cleaned to make 
sure that it contains the minimal required objects that need to be 
monitored (Lines 13-15 in Algorithm 3). Fig. 8(b) depicts such 
scenario where there are three B objects in the alive cells, oB3, 
oB4, and oB5. Upon testing for their nearest A objects (the dotted 
circles in fig. 8(b)), it turns 

Fig. 8: An Example of the Bichromatic IGERN

out that only oB3, and oB4 are reverse nearest neighbors while 
oB5 has oA4 as its nearest A object. Thus, a bisector b4 is drawn 
between qA and oA4 and the corresponding cells are shaded. Object 
oA4 is then removed from the monitored nearest neighbors NNA 
because it is closer to oA5 than qA. As a result, NNA = {oA1; oA3; 
oA5} while RNNB = {oB3; oB4}.

B. Step 2: Incremental Maintenance
The incremental step of IGERN is repetitively executed every T 
time units. Algorithm 4 gives the pseudo-code of the incremental 
step where the input is the query object qA and the set of monitored 
objects NNA that came from either the initial step at time T0 
or a previous execution of the incremental step. The output is 
the current reverse nearest neighbors RNNB and a modified set 
of objects NNA to be monitored in the next execution instance 
of the incremental step. Similar to the monochromatic case of 
IGERN, the incremental step of the bichromatic case checks for 
three different scenarios: (1) The query object qA moves to a new 

location (Line 2 in Algorithm 4), (2) At least one of the objects 
in NNA moves to a new location (Line 2 in Algorithm 4), and 
(3) A new object of type A moves into the alive cells (Line 6 
in Algorithm 4). If none of these scenarios took place, then the 
incremental step will only verify the current sets (RNNB and 
NNA) in a similar way to the verification phase in the initial step 
(Line 10 in Algorithm 4). 
However, if it is the case that either the query object qA or one of 
the objects in NNA have moved, then new bisectors will be drawn 
from qA to the objects in NNA. Also, only the cells between qA 
and the new bisectors are considered alive (Lines 3-4 in Algorithm 
4). Then, the incremental step checks if a new object of type A is 
found in an alive cell. Such a check also accommodates the new 
bounded region formed by the movement of any of the monitored 
objects. If there are no objects in any of the alive cells, then only 
the verification step is needed (Line 10 in Algorithm 4). However, 
if there is one or more objects of type A in the alive cells, we will 
tighten the alive cells in a similar way to the first phase in the 
initial step (Line 7 in Algorithm 4). Then, the list NNA is cleaned 
by removing any object that is not participating in drawing the 
bisectors (Line 8 in Algorithm 4). Finally, the sets NNA and RNNB 
are verified (Line 10 in Algorithm 4). 
Fig. 8(c) depicts the case where two of the monitored objects have 
moved, namely, oA1 and oA3. Thus, new bisectors will be drawn. 
Then, it turns out that object oB3 has oA3 as its nearest A object. 
Thus, oB3 is not a reverse nearest neighbor to qA anymore. The 
returned answer from the incremental step will be NNA = {oA1; 
oA3; oA5} while RNNB = {oB4}.

C. Discussion
IGERN is the first algorithm that addresses the continuous 
bichromatic reverse nearest neighbor queries. One of the main 
attractive features of the bichromatic IGERN is that it is based on 
the monochromatic case, i.e., IGERN provides a unified framework 
for continuous evaluation of both monochromatic and bichromatic 
reverse nearest neighbor queries. In this sense, IGERN is more 
attractive to industry and system-oriented research prototypes 
(e.g., [7, 9, 5]) as one framework would be enough for different 
cases. This is in contrast to previous approaches for reverse nearest 
neighbor queries that can solve only the monochromatic case 
without any direct extension to the bichromatic case. 
For example, monochromatic RNN algorithms that rely on the 
fact that there could be only six reverse nearest neighbors (e.g., [4, 
6]) cannot be extended to the bichromatic case where the number 
of reverse nearest neighbors could be much greater than six. The 
initial step of the bichromatic IGERN is similar to getting only 
the Voronoi cell around the query object [2], however, we embed 
several functionalities inside the algorithm for finding the Voronoi 
cell in order to exactly maintain a minimal set of objects and a 
bounded region that will be monitored in later executions of the 
incremental step.

V. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a novel algorithm for IGERN. 
IGERN is general in that it provides a unified framework for 
both monochromatic and bichromatic reverse nearest neighbors. 
In addition, IGERN is incremental as it limits the attention to 
only a single bounded region and a small set of moving objects 
rather than focusing on the whole space. IGERN clearly shows 
enhanced performance over the state-of-the-art algorithms in 
continuous monochromatic reverse neighbor queries. We also 
propose a new optimization for the monochromatic IGERN to 
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reduce the number of nearest neighbor searches in the validation 
phase which shows significant improvement over the IGERN 
approach. Furthermore, our previous IGERN is the first algorithm 
that deals with continuous bichromatic reverse nearest neighbors. 
The correctness of both the monochromatic and bichromatic 
IGERN is proved by showing that IGERN is accurate, i.e., any 
object returned by IGERN is a reverse nearest neighbor, and 
is complete, i.e., IGERN returns all reverse nearest neighbors. 
Analytical comparison of IGERN with previous approaches for 
reverse nearest neighbors is provided. Experimental evidence 
that supports the analytical comparison is given where IGERN 
outperforms previous approaches for both monochromatic and 
bichromatic reverse nearest neighbor queries.
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